
Lecture 4

The Sun

Stars, including our own Sun, are composed of gases. However they are so massive
that their gravity compresses the gas atoms close together. Their internal temper-
atures are also great enough that the atoms are colliding constantly, with enough
energy that at least one or more electrons are stripped from the atoms. Stars are
90% hydrogen and slightly less than 10% helium by number1. These two atoms have
respectively one and two electrons each, which means the stellar interior is filled by an
ionized gas, a dense soup of naked atomic nuclei swimming in a sea of free electrons2.
This tightly packed ensemble makes the stars emit radiation in a manner similar to
that of solids, that is, that of a blackbody curve. It is this fact which results in
the primary method by which astronomers use to measure the temperatures of stars.
They spread the star light with a spectrograph into a spectrum where the intensity at
different wavelengths can be measured. These are compared to the theoretical black-
body curves of different temperatures. The curve that matches the measurements the
best will have a temperature the same as the star being studied.

Stars however are complicated by having a thin gaseous atmosphere above the
region where gravity is strong enough to compress the gas into a dense state. The
gas in this region is far enough from the surface of the star that the temperatures are
lower, so an atom might be ionized by having lost one electron, or not be ionized at
all. These free atoms will emit and absorb light in the form of spectral lines. Light
that escapes from the surface of a star passes through successively cooler layers of
the stellar atmosphere. As a result, the spectrum that is measured on Earth from a
star will consist of a continuous spectrum that originates from the dense, blackbody-
emitting portion; the coolest part of the stellar atmosphere will have absorbed out
specific spectral lines of the atoms found in this outer region. The stellar spectrum
will therefore have dark absorption lines located where the emission lines for those
atoms would normally be. These absorption lines were seen in the spectrum of the
Sun as well as a star by the German physicist Josef von Fraunhofer in the early 19th

1With the rest of the elements making up one percent or less.
2The state of matter where most or all of the atoms are ionized is a plasma.
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Figure 4.1: The Current Sun: Visible Wavelengths
A visible light image of the Sun taken the same day that this lecture was originally given in
class. Just below right of center is a small clump of sunspots.
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(a) 304 Å (b) 284 Å

(c) 195 Å (d) 171 Å

Figure 4.2: The Current Sun: X-Ray Wavelengths
The Sun as it appears in X-rays as seen by the SOHO spacecraft. These images were
taken at roughly the same time as Fig. 4.1. The numbers refer to the wavelength of the
X-ray emission, where the unit is an abbreviation for Ångstrom, a measure of length where
1 Å = 10−10 meters. The different wavelengths trace different temperature gas, located from
the photosphere to well into the corona. Note that the Sun appears much more active and
violent in the X-rays than it does in the visible. Also the sunspot cluster visible in Figure 4.1
is bright in X-rays, and appears to have looping prominences of gas associated with it.
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century, and were subsequently named after him.

Table 4.1: Solar Composition

Element Abundance Abundance
(% of total number of atoms) (% of total mass)

Hydrogen 91.2 71.0
Helium 8.7 27.1
Oxygen 0.078 0.97
Carbon 0.043 0.40
Nitrogen 0.0088 0.096
Silicon 0.0045 0.099
Magnesium 0.0038 0.076
Neon 0.0035 0.058
Iron 0.0030 0.14
Sulfur 0.0015 0.040

From these Fraunhofer lines, astronomers can determine the composition of the
Sun. Tens of thousands of lines from 67 different elements have been detected. More
elements probably exist within the Sun, but they are probably in too small of a
quantity to show up with our present-day instrumentation. The ten most abundant
elements on the Sun are shown in Table 4.1.

The compositions of the gas giant planets are very similar to the composition of
the Sun, which is the leading piece of evidence suggesting that the Sun and its planets
all form from the same original solar nebula. The compositions of other stars are also
very similar, with large differences only found in the elements other than hydrogen
and helium. This suggests a common origin for the gas that makes up all of the stars
in our and other galaxies. We will see in §6.2.2 where a common origin for this gas
leads us.

The structure of the Sun can be divided into roughly two regions, an interior that
is effectively invisible and an exterior that we can observe. The density of this gas at
the interior is so great that a photon cannot escape easily, but is scattered by particles
in the solar plasma. The Sun’s interior is therefore said to be opaque: the radiation
cannot stream freely outward but bounces around from one nucleus to another, and
between one electron and the next. At some point far enough from the center of the
Sun, the density drops enough that the radiation can travel large distances without
colliding with a atom or part of an atom. The region where this occurs is called the
photosphere, from the Greek words meaning “sphere of light,” because this is the
portion of the Sun that is actually visible to us. Thus although the Sun is a giant
ball of gas with no well defined “surface” such as what you would find on a terrestrial
planet, we do perceive a layer that looks like a surface. The Sun is 700,000 kilometers
in radius, and the photosphere is only 500 kilometers deep, or about 0.1% of the
radius, As a result, the Sun appears to have a sharp boundary.
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Figure 4.3: Fraunhofer Lines
A high resolution spectrograph of sunlight, spread out by wavelengths to show the locations
of tens of thousands of individual absorption lines. These lines are formed by cooler atoms
in the solar atmosphere that absorb the exact suite of wavelengths of light associated with
each atom.
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Figure 4.4: Structure of the Sun
All of the major interior and atmospheric components of the Sun are labeled except for the
tenuous coronal gas, which is located just above the transition zone.
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The interior of the Sun has several components. At the center is the solar core
(about 200,000 kilometers in radius), where all of the energy is generated, and the tem-
perature is at 15,000,000◦ K.3 Next is the radiation zone, a layer 300,000 kilometers
deep, where the temperature drops to 7,000,000◦ K. Above that is the convection
zone only 200,000 kilometers deep, and extending out to the photosphere.

4.1 Nuclear Fusion at the Sun’s Core

The energy from the solar interior is generated by thermonuclear fusion. The basic
process is for two light nuclei to collide together to form a heavier third nucleus, and
releasing energy in the process:

Nucleus 1 + Nucleus 2 → Nucleus 3 + Energy

The combined mass of Nucleus 1 and Nucleus 2 is actually greater than the mass
of Nucleus 3. However Einstein showed from his theory of Special Relativity that
mass and energy are equivalent, and one can be transformed into another. This is his
famous E = mc2 equation, which relates the energy E that is found in some matter
of mass m, where c is the speed of light. The difference in mass between the starting
and final nuclei in the reaction has been converted into energy.

Nuclear fusion in the core of the Sun is made possible only by the extreme tem-
perature and pressure conditions in the solar interior. With sufficient energy, two
individual protons (p) collide together to form a deuteron nucleus (d), a form of
hydrogen with a neutron in addition to the proton:

p + p → d + e+ + ν,

a process which also releases a positron e+ (the antimatter mirror to an electron
e−), and a particle called a neutrino ν. This is simply just the first step in the
proton-proton chain, the fusion process in the Sun. The second step involves a
deuteron and an additional proton, which collide to form Helium-3 (3He), a form of
helium with two protons and one neutron:

d + p → 3He + Energy

Finally the last step involves the collision of the two 3He nuclei:

3He + 3He → 4He + Energy.

The resulting Helium-4 contains two protons and two neutrons in its nucleus and is
the type of helium most familiar to us. If we represent the single protons as 1H (a

3The unit “K” stands for Kelvin degrees; see Appendix A for a further explanation.
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normal hydrogen atom which has a single proton in its nucleus), then the net effect
of these three separate steps can be written as:

1H + 1H + 1H + 1H → 4He + ν + ν + Energy.

The fundamental energy generation process at the core of the Sun is therefore hydrogen
being converted into helium, with the net release of energy.

4.2 The Radiative and Convective Zones

The energy released at each step of the proton-proton chain is in the form of gamma
rays. These photons slowly diffuse outward from the center of the Sun, absorbed and
then re-emitted by the ions and electrons it encounters on the way. Through the core
and the radiative zone (where the temperature is still high enough that virtually all
the atoms are completely ionized), the radiation tends to move somewhat freely and
only occasionally collides with a ionized nucleus or a free electron. Each collision
results in a slight degradation of the energy of the photons as they pass through
successively cooler layers on their way out of the Sun.

In the next zone outward from the center, the temperature has dropped to 2,000,000◦

K, which is sufficient for some of the larger atomic nuclei to start binding with free
electrons. Instead of simply scattering off the nuclei and electrons, photons can get
absorbed into the ionized atoms, causing a bound atom to jump into an excited state.
The chance of photon capture is higher here, resulting in a higher opacity of the cooler
plasma gas. The photons do not stream as easily as they do in the radiative zone be-
low. As a result, the energy in a packet of gas builds up, raising its temperature, and
causing a drop in its density. The gas packet rises, taking its built up energy with it,
where it can be released higher up in the convective zone. The physical conditions in
the Sun in this region are ripe for convection. This is the same process first discussed
in §2.4.2, on the topic of heat transfer from the center of the Earth to its surface.

The convective currents in the Sun are quite complicated, with different tiers of
convective cells, each with their own individual set of boiling motions, and each at a
different depth in the Sun’s interior. The largest cells are deepest, about 200,000 kilo-
meters below the surface. These cells drive cells just above them which are not as
large; those in turn drive medium-sized cells further up, and those drive smaller
cells, continuing until at the very top of the photosphere, where the cells are about
1000 kilometers across and 1000 kilometers deep. These cells can be imaged by satel-
lites and instruments on Earth as granules on the solar surface. The bright centers
of the granules are regions where hot material is upwelling from below. This material
emits its heat energy in the form of light into space, cools, and then sinks back down
along the dark edges of the granules.

By the time the energy from the core arrives at the photosphere, the wavelength of
the radiation has been downgraded until it is mostly in the optical. Because the Sun
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Figure 4.5: Convection Cells Inside the Sun
A computer simulation of the interior of the Sun’s convection zone. The convection cells
are largest in the deepest convection layer, and they grow subsequently smaller as we ascend
up through to the surface. At the exposed photosphere are the smallest convection cells, the
visible solar granules.
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Figure 4.6: Granules in the Photosphere
An oblique view of the Sun taken from the Swedish Solar Telescope. The granular appearance
is due to the churning of the topmost layer of convection cells just below the visible surface
of the photosphere.
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consists of a very dense gas, it (like all stars) emit as blackbodies. At the photosphere,
the effective temperature of the Sun is equivalent to that of a blackbody at 5800◦

K.
The mass that is converted into energy in the proton-proton chain is small—the

difference between the mass of the four starting protons and the final helium-4 nucleus
is only 4.8×10−27 kilograms. However this means 1 kilogram of hydrogen will release
6.4× 1014 Joules of energy according to Einstein’s formula. A Joule (J) is a measure
of energy; a more familiar use of this term is the Watt (W), which is the rate of
energy produced over time; 1 W = 1 J per second. What this means is that 1 kg
of hydrogen undergoing complete fusion will result in enough energy to run a single
100-Watt bulb for 20,000 years. Equivalently, the amount of energy generated inside
the Sun each second is the same as that from 100 billion 1 megaton nuclear bombs
going off. For the Sun to produce its current output of 3.85 × 1026 W of power, it
consumes 600 million tons of hydrogen at its core every second. However the Sun
is so massive that it has been burning its hydrogen for the past 5 billion years, and
is thought to have enough fuel to continue its nuclear processes for another 5 billion
years.

4.3 The Solar Atmosphere

Above the solar photosphere is the lower atmosphere, called the chromosphere.
The density of the atoms in the chromosphere is too low for the chromosphere to
be directly seen, especially if the photosphere is shining right below it. However the
chromosphere can be detected in total solar eclipses, when the photospheric light is
blocked. It glows with a red hue (hence the name “chromosphere” from the Greek
words meaning “sphere of color”), due to the emission from the hydrogen alpha (Hα)
emission line of atomic hydrogen. The chromosphere extends about 1000 km above
the photosphere, where the temperature drops to 4500◦ K.

Above the chromosphere is a transition zone where the gas density continues to
drop, but the temperature actually rises. It continues to rise until about 10,000 kilo-
meters above the photosphere, where the temperature maxes out at 1,000,000◦ K. This
region of the Sun’s atmosphere is the corona, and it extends out another 10,000 kilo-
meters or so. There is still much debate by astronomers as to why the corona is so
hot. It must be receiving energy from the Sun somehow; current theories involve
magnetic disturbances on the surface which transmit energy past the chromosphere
and into the outer corona.

In addition to electromagnetic radiation, free protons and electrons constantly
escape from the solar corona out into interplanetary space. This stream of particles
makes up the solar wind. The light from the Sun travels (by definition) at the speed
of light, so it arrives at the Earth 8 minutes after leaving the photosphere. The solar
wind particles move slower, but at a still substantial velocity of about 500 kilometers
per second. These particles take several days to reach the Earth. The Sun can go
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Figure 4.7: The Solar Chromosphere
The chromosphere becomes visible at the edge of the Sun during a full solar eclipse. Normally
the much brighter photosphere makes it impossible to see the chromosphere directly. The
red emission comes from the de-excitation of hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 4.8: Coronal Mass Ejection
The corona becomes visible via an instrument called a coronagraph on the SOHO spacecraft,
which simulates solar eclipse by blocking the disk of the Sun. The coronal loops extend
hundreds of thousands of kilometers into space and eject particles that eventually become
part of the solar wind.
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through active as well as quiescent phases. When it is active, the surface of the Sun
is much more violent, with more dark sunspots appearing prominently on the solar
disk; solar prominences, loops and sheets of hot gas erupting out of the surface;
and solar flares, even more violent releases of energy from small pockets of gas with
temperatures up to 100,000,000◦ K. All of this activity pumps up the corona as well,
with the energy eventually finding its way to more energetic as well as a greater
number of particles in the solar wind. The particles that result from flare activity can
directly impact us when they arrive at the Earth. They light up the atmosphere near
the north (and south) poles to create the aurora borealis (and aurora australis); affect
power grids on the surface; and disrupt communications satellites in orbit above it.
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